Let M a complete Riemannian manifold. We shall denote by A the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and by T'= efA the heat diffusion semigroup it generates (cf. Section 2 for details), we shall also denote by B,(m) will denote throughout the ball of radius t centered at m in M (B,(m) = (n E M; d(m, n) < t)). We can state then some of the main results that will be proved in this paper. 
INTRODUCTION
Let M a complete Riemannian manifold. We shall denote by A the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and by T'= efA the heat diffusion semigroup it generates (cf. Section 2 for details), we shall also denote by B,(m) will denote throughout the ball of radius t centered at m in M (B,(m) = (n E M; d(m, n) < t)). We can state then some of the main results that will be proved in this paper. for any subregion R c M, I shall say that u E Cm(n) is harmonic in R if Au = 0 in R. 1 shall also denote by Mt = ((t, m) E M; t > 0) the "upper half-space" in M,. We can state than: THEOREM 3. Let us assume that M is a complete Riemannian mantfold with Ricci curvature bounded from below by some constant -K (K > 0). We can then find a constant C = C(n) that only depends on n = dim M and such that for ail u = u(t, m) nonnegative harmonic function in Mf we have the following estimates:
(i) ifK=O / du(t, m)l < C F, t > 0;
(ii) ifK > 0 Idu(t, ml< 3 mu@, m)
for t > t, suflciently large depending on K and n (to = t,(n, K)). (Idul = ]V,u I= grad,u denotes the length of the covector du in M,, i.e., the length of the gradiant of the function u.)
In view of [4] we also see from the above theorem that the Poisson kernel supplies extremal functions connected with A,(M), the top of the spectrum of the Laplacian. We shall end up this paper by showing how we can, with the above methods, recover some classical results of Cheeger and Chang on ~,wf)-
We also have the following immediately.
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 2. Let M be as in Theorem 1; then the Green's function G(x,, x) exists and is bounded in x in the compacta of M\x, tf and only tf .* 1 t dt<+oo.
I Vol B,W
Let me finally indicate without proof (the proof will appear elsewhere) a rather unexpected result that arises from the present methods. THEOREM. Let M be a complete Riematmian mantfold of non negative Gaussian curvature and let us assume that 0 E M is a pole of M and that it admits a Green's function G(0, y) (y E M). Then this Green's function satisfies :
where C is a constant that only depends on dim M = n.
THE HARNACK INEQUALITY AND THE CURVATURE
M will denote throughout a complete Riemannian manifold assigned with the metric ds*. We shall consider M' = (0, fco) x M and assign it with the metric da' = /l'(t) ds; = l*(t)(dt* + ds'),
(1.1)
where A(t) > 0 (t > 0) will be some smooth (say, C') function that will be specified later. Our first task is to compute the curvature of M+ in terms of the curvature of M. It is, of course, a matter of direct computation, but I shall outline its salient features. I shall start with some notations which shall be chosen to be the same as in ]3].
Let (e,), i = 1, 2 ,.... n, be a frame field on M, let (ui) be the dual frame field of forms which satisfy the structure equations: where wij are the connection forms and Q, are the curvature forms of M. Following [3] , for every smooth function h on M I shall denote dh = ;' hiwi, iYl
The tangent spaces of M+ can be identified with the products of the tangent spaces of M and the tangent spaces of (0, +co). This allows us to identify forms on M with forms on Mt by o(a(a/at) + X) = w(X), with obvious notations and an analogous definition for higher order forms. Observe that the above identification commutes with exterior differentiation d. We obtain thus a local frame field and its dual on MC by setting: w,' = 4t) dt, w: = l(t) w, ,..., wn+ = A([) w,.
If we set then w; = wij, i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n; w& = 0; w? = -w& = @'/A) wi i 1, 2 ,..., (l It follows that the connection forms of (1.1) are given by (1.3). By differentiation we then obtain the curvature forms of (1.1):
0; = R, -(P//q2 wi A wj, i,j= 1,2 ,..., n, l2; = 4,:. = (L'/A)' dr A wi, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, n,c, = 0.
To obtain the curvature tensor of Mf we just have to identify coeffkients and we obtain: Let us now apply these estimate to some h = u(t, m) that satisfies A,u = (CT'/&' + A) u = 0 and for which we therefore have (for n > 2):
We then obtain by a trivial computation that uses (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9), the following: LEMMA 1.1. Let us assume that u satisfies A,u = 0 and let A(t) satisfy we then have fir n > 2):
where C, , C,, C, only depend on c.
If we use (1.4) and (1.5) we also obtain where C only depends on c.
Condition (1.10) is certainly verified for the following two choices of A /l,(t) = 1; A,(t) = l/t; t > 0.
The metric arising from A,, is, however, not complete. We shall proceed to construct a one-parameter family of metrics that satisfy (1.10):
T -=-t t ' l<T<+co.
By direct computation we see that (1.10) is verified if in (1.1 l), q satisfies:
(1.12)
(1.13)
Iv"(t)l < c2lP'wlt'l~ t>O;
(1.14)
for three positive constants co, c, , c2. Let us now fix some positive number, T > 1; we can then construct a function a(t) = a,(t) E C" that satisfies
where C = 10" is numerical and independent of T. Such an CI clearly exists. We shall define p(t) = p,(t), then, by
It is then clear that p(t) is a positive C" increasing function s.t. Inequalities (1.12) and (1.13) are then automatically verified by the choice of a. We also have:
which implies that (1.14) is certainly verified in the range T< t < fiT, but outside this range (1.14) is automatically verified. So the choice (1.15) of p(t) will verified (1.12), (1.13), (1.14) uniformly for the parameter T > 1. If we set then A,(t) = cpPT(t)/t we obtain the required family of metrics which are, in addition, complete and which also satisfy:
(1. 16) We are finally in a position to give the proof of Theorem 3. Let u > 0 satisfy A,u = 0 in M+ and let us fix the metric (1.1) on M+ with A =A, as in (1.11) for some fixed T> 1.
Let us then, with the notations of 131, set
), where f = u satisfies (2.7) of [3] with Cz = C, =0 = C, = C, and C,, C,, C, as in Lemma 1.1 (multiplied by n-1).
Furthermore a lower bound of the Ricci curvature of M+ can then be given by Lemma 1.2 and (1.16), we obtain -K+ = -2T'K -nC for such a bound, where C is numerical and where -K (K > 0) is a lower bound of Ricci on M.
We then obtain from inequality (2.26) of Yau in [3] that:
where C, C,, C,, C, are positive numerical constants, and where the above inequality holds for all a, k > 0 sufficiently small. For a and k sufficiently small the coefficient of l/infg is negative and that of inf g is positive.
If K = 0 the above inequality is independent of T and we obtain infg>C=C(n)>O, where C(n) only depends on the dimension and is, particular, independent of T.
To obtain then Theorem 3(i) we first fix some t < T and then let a, b + 0. For K > 0 we are again going to let a, b + 0 but set t = T and make T large (T+ co); Theorem 3(ii) follows.
It is of course clear that inequality (1.17) more generally implies the following estimate that is valid for all t > 0 and K > 0 I w, ml< cc, fi + C,lt) WV ml, where C, and C, only depend on n, but we shall have no use for that estimate. Let us finish this by observing that Theorem l(i) immediately implies Theorem 2(i) by integrating the logarithm of the relevant function.
THE HEAT DIFFUSION SEMIGROUP AND THE POISSON KERNEL
First of all, let us recall that for us the Laplace-Beltrami operator is Af = div grad f as in [5, Chap. X, Sect. 21, which is the sign convention opposite the one usually adopted by geometers [so that with our convention the euclidean Laplacian is A = Cy=, (a'/%~~)].
One can then use the Hille-Yosida theory to construct the heat diffusion semigroup T' = etA, which, under the assumption that the Ricci curvature of M, is bounded from below by some fixed constant -K (K > 0) (M is assumed to be complete), is a Markovian Feller semigroup on M; i.e., it satisfies
This can be found in [6] . In fact the construction of that semigroup is classical and certainly much older than [6] (e.g., cf. [7] , where it is essentially due to Ito). The problem is the "nonexplosion of Brownian motion on W'and that is where the global condition on the Ricci curvature plays a role (cf. [6, 71 for details; cf. also the end of this paragraph). The above semigroup is symmetric, i.e., The Poisson semigroup P' (t > 0) can then be defined as in (0.1) and the corresponding kernels can also be defined by Both pI and K, are symmetric and for each fixed x E M both p(x, .) and K(x, . ) belong to Cm[ (0, co) x M]. This can be seen from the differential equations these kernels satisfy cf. [7] (or from the more recent methods developed by P. Malliavin cf. [8] ). Indeed for every fixed x E M the function u(t, 4') = K,(x, J) (t, 4') E M+ is a positive harmonic function there; i.e., it satisfies A,u = 0.
From this, by a direct application of Theorem 3, we obtain the basic Harnack inequality of Theorem 2(i) when the Ricci curvature of M is nonnegative.
The rest of this section will be devoted to the remaining parts of Theorem 2.
Let us start by considering the distance function
for some fixed y E M, r is then a Holder continuous function on M (i.e., 1 r(x,) -r(xz)] < d@,, x2)) and satisfies the following key: with C numerical. This, in particular, together with Theorem 2(i). which has already been proved in Section 1, implies Theorem 2(ii) at once.
The following lemma is contained in [22] . Unfortunately I was not aware of that reference when I wrote this paper, so here it is: for every K cc Q and every E sufficiently small; and (2.4) clearly also holds for any second-order differential operator L with C' coefficients in R (if L only involves first derivatives the proof of (2.4) is even easier, since it only uses the boundedness of A cf. [ 11, 5.2.21). Now let R be an open relatively compact coordinate patch on M. It follows from the above that there exists J,, a sequence of regularising mappings from the space of compactly supported measures of Q to C:(Q) that has the property that if f is a Holder continuous function of M supported in R and such that Af in the distribution sense is the measure Af = @dV + dp, with @ E L'(M; dV) and p singular, then we have:
(i) IIJ,f -fll,-,+, 0, IIAJ,f-J,Afll,~C,llfl~,,~ m>L
(ii) lim,,, AJ, f = lim,,, J,Af = @ a.e. on M, where C, is a constant that only depends on 0 and I] f I],, is the Holder norm of f, and where we identify, as usual, a function ~1 on M with the measure tpdV. To construct the operators J, from the convolution J, in R" it is worth observing that, at least for R small enough, we can map R into a relatively compact subset d c R" by a smooth mapping that transports the measure dV to the Lebesgue measure dx. It is enough then to regularise by convolution in I?" and to transport back in R.
Let now Kc M be a compact subset of M, let Kc Uj f2 be a finite covering of K by relatively compact open coordinate patches and let {Oj} be an associated smooth partition of unity (i.e., supp 8j c Q,; x 19, = I on K) and let us denote by Jl;i" the regularising operators associated to Qj. The fact that Ar2 < 2n (r as in the lemma), in the distribution sense implies that we have A(e,r*) < C (Vj) in the distribution sense (i.e., the measure A(eir') is bounded above by the measure Cd Vol), where C only depends on K and the particular 0, chosen. It also follows by the fact that J$' are chosen to be convolution operators by a positive function that they also satisfy:
(iii) JI;I"A(B,r') < C, tint. Vj;
where the C again only depends on K and the (ej}. The above is a pointwise one-sided inequality. It is clear from (i), (ii), and (iii) that the sequence satisfies all the conditions of the lemma.
To cope with the singularity of r at co, I shall resort to probability theory. Let z(t), t > 0, denote the continuous-path diffusion on M generated by the Markov semigroup Tf (the brownian motion on M). Let us fix x E M and let us denote for every a > 0, T, = inf (t; r(z(t)) = d(x, z(t)) > a) the first exit time from the ball B,(x).
Let us also denote by IE, the expectation for the probability P, on the path space s.t. P,(z(O) = x) = 1. We have then: LEMMA 
EX[r2(z(t A T,))] < 2nt
VxEM,Va>O.
ProoJ Let vj E C:(K) be the sequence of Lemma 2.1 that corresponds to K = B,,(x). Dynkin's formula (cf. [ 121) applies now because of the strong Markov property (which follows by the Fellerian nature of T') and if we suppose in addition, as we may, that oj(x) = 0 (j > 1) we have: A passage to limit gives then ~,[r2(4t A T,))] < 2nt, which completes the proof. In that passage to the limit we have to decompose B,(x) into a good set, Gj = {Apj < 2n + E}, and a bad set, Bj, where we can only assert that Aoj < C, = constant depending on a, butwhere hmj Bj is a set of measure zero. For every j > 0 the above integral is bounded by This, by interchanging the order of the two integrations, gives the required result.
To complete the proof of our proposition, it is enough to observe that in the distribution sense (where C only depends on n = dim M).
(ii) Lemma 2.2 provides an alternative approach as well as a generalisation of (2.1). Indeed we can first construct the brownian motion on M using Ito's approach (cf. [7] ) and then use Lemma 2.2 or its obvious generalisation that we can obtain if we impose condition (2.6) to deduce that under condition (2.6) the above brownian motion satisfies (2.1) (and, in particular, there is no explosion). This generalises some of the results of [6] .
The proof of the corollary to Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of TH. V.AROPOULOS that theorem and of the formula G(x,, x) = 1. ' pf(xo. x) dr = 1:: tK,(s,. x) dr.
-0
Indeed this formula shows that:
THE WEAK-TYPE ESTIMATE
We shall now construct on the Cartesian product MO = R x M the diffusion that is the Cartesian product of standard brownian motion on R with the diffusion generated by T"' t > 0) on M. The infinitesimal generator of that diffusion on MO is the Laplace-Beltrami operator A0 = a'/&' + A of MO (cf. [ 131 for details on that process). We shall denote by z(t) = (y(t), x(t)) E R x M, I > 0. the paths of that diffusion, and for every aE IR.
T, = inf(r/y(t) <a).
For every z E MO I shall also denote by IpL the probability on the path space for which Ip,[z(O) = z] = 1. Let us as before denote by Mf = (0, t-co) X M the upper half-space; then for every x,, E M the function
is harmonic there in the sense of Markov process theory. (For any R c MO we say that p(z) is Markov harmonic in R if the process (rp(z(t)); t < T) is a local martingale under every probability p2 (z E MO), where T is the exit time from Q.] This is equivalent to saying that A0 h = 0 in Mf.
It follows that we can define the associated Doob h-processes in M' for every x0 E M, which amounts to conditioning the motion to exit M+ at x0 (i.e., z(T,,) = x,,). We shall denote by Ipt (z E Mf ) the corresponding probabilities of these processes (i.e. Ipt[z(O) = z] z E M+) (cf. [ 141 for the definition and details on these processes, cf. also [ 151, where much of what we are about to do has been carried out in a classical setting). Here is the basic estimate that we shall need. If we denote by: u* = u*(w) = o;y;r I G(t))1 9 w E n. 0 the 'brownian maximal function" of u E C'(M+) we then have the following. This clearly completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of fhe corollary. If the corollary fails it means that for all 6 > 0 we can find some x,x0 E M a, b, A > 0 as in the corollary such that But as soon as 6 is small enough this contradicts (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) and proves the corollary.
On the path space 52 of the above diffusion let us now define the probability P coming from the uniform starting measure dV at level y = a > 0; i.e., we suppose that z(0) = (y(O), x(0)) satisfies y(0) = a and P[?c(O) E E] = Vol(E) for every Bore1 E c M. The above probability has, in general, infinite mass, more precisely we have P(a) = Vol M, but this fact causes no problems. (The reader at this point is strongly advised to look at [ 13, Sections 2, 31, where we elaborate on the above probability]. The Doob maximal theorem holds for that "probability": plu* > al < Cllfllla. a > 0, for all f E L'(M; dk') and u(y, x) = P'f(x), where C is an absolute constant and where the inequality above is now significant for small values of a as well as for large ones. We can then decompose the path space R to the subsets 
THE TOP OF THE SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACIAN
The expression that we propose to examine is the top of the spectrum of the Laplacian that is given by It follows that for 6, the Dirac mass at x0 we have m,(x) = 1 Vol B&Y,) c Ce-2'
for large r = d(x,x). In the above example, as in every other two-point homogeneous space, it is the reverse inequality that holds:
Pf <Tf =supT'f<Mf. I>0 (5.1)
It would be interesting to prove (5.1) and to study Tf in more general spaces.
Observe further that Theorem 1 is invariant by renormalisation of the metric (i.e., multiplication by a constant). It therefore follows that as soon as we obtain a counterexample in some complete manifold, we can easily give an example also in a manifold of bounded curvature. To obtain a counterexample of Theorem l(iii), in general, it is clearly enough to find an open bounded domain 52 c M in some complete manifold, M, and 0 E R, some point. such that: If we smooth out that metric and choose A, B, C appropriately we obtain (5.2) with R the disc of radius B and 0, the origin. This can be seen by an easy direct computation.
In seeing the above example I have profited from a conversation with A. Douady. Observe that in [ 191, Theorem l(iii) is proved for all symmetric spaces of noncompact type. the proof heavily uses the structure of these spaces and, in view of the above example, this is not surprising.
